Abstract. A study of the kinematics of the α-d coincidences in the 6 Li + 59 Co system at a bombarding energy of E lab = 29.6 MeV is presented. With exclusive measurements performed over different angular intervals it is possible to identify the respective contributions of the sequential projectile breakup and direct projectile breakup components. A careful analysis using a semiclassical approach of these processes provides information on both their lifetime and their distance of occurrence with respect to the target. Breakup to the low-lying (near-threshold) continuum is delayed, and happens at large internuclear distances. This suggests that the influence of the projectile breakup on the complete fusion process can be related essentially to direct breakup to the 6 Li high-lying continuum spectrum.
the fusion cross section has been the subject of several experimental and theoretical investigations in the recent period [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] . In inclusive experiments, the light particle spectra measured in 'singles' mode display significant contributions from reaction mechanisms other than projectile breakup.
This was for example shown very recently for the well studied 6 Li + 59 Co system [20] . Therefore, coincidence measurements are of crucial importance to disentangling the respective contributions of the non-capture projectile breakup components (both direct and sequential) from other competing mechanisms such as incomplete fusion (ICF) and/or transfer (TR). In this context, great effort has to be made in the possible distinction between ICF and TR (see for instance ref. [21] ). In particular, the consideration of either total fusion cross sections or complete fusion (CF) cross sections has proved to be important for a better understanding of the competition between the different mechanisms and their respective influence on the fusion process. The contributions of sequential projectile breakup (SBU) and direct projectile breakup (DBU) are both significant and it is necessary to determine which process influences CF most. In this case, the study of the breakup dynamics could provide decisive information.
The direct breakup DBU seems to be the main cause of the above-barrier CF suppression in the 9 Be + 208 Pb system, as shown in [22] through sub-barrier measurements of the breakup probability as a function of the distance of closest approach. This is a key ingredient for a novel classical trajectory model with stochastic breakup [23] which ion chamber with a 150 µg/cm 2 aluminized polypropylene entrance window, a 150 µm thick Si surface barrier detector and a CsI detector with PIN diode readout. The ion chamber was operated with 20 torr of isobutane.
Additional details of the experimental setup and light charged particle analysis can be found elsewhere [20, 25] .
Results and discussion
In a previous publication [20] , we investigated the kinematics of the inclusive α and d energy spectra. After subtraction of the estimated compound nucleus contributions, broad bumps with significant yields remained in both the α and d spectra. The behaviour of the energy centroids of these bumps as a function of the detection angle was found to be consistent with dominant contributions from incomplete fusion and/or transfer components i.e.:
α-incomplete fusion (α-ICF)/α-transfer (α-TR) for the d spectra and,
These processes are represented, respectively, as follows:
The corresponding excitation energies (associated with the energy centroids of the bumps) were 24. 
Kinematics of α-d coincidences
In order to identify the contributions of the different mechanisms included in the broad structures, we performed a 3-body kinematics [26] analysis of the α-d coincidence events. We present a study of the α and d energies as a function of angle and, as in previous work, we study 
Breakup dynamics
In order to gain insight into the dynamics of the SBU and DBU processes, we use a semiclassical approximation, following the procedure previously adopted in [29] . This hypothesis is valid as long as the Sommerfeld parameter η is large (η ∼ 6). High partial waves of the projectiletarget relative motion dominate the non-capture breakup process, so the effect of the nuclear field on the projectile trajectory is very small. We can then assume that the projectile travels the target nuclear field following a Coulomb trajectory. This statement is also valid for the breakup fragments, as long as the relative energies are not too high.
The relation between the angle of emission and the distance of closest approach is:
where Z p and Z T are the projectile and target charge numbers, E is the centre-of-mass energy and θ is the scattering angle.
In order to obtain information on the distances of closest approach related to the occurrence of SBU and DBU, we define a quantity f which may be considered as the relative probability for the production of particles for a given process at a given distance of closest approach. The quantity f can be defined as follows:
Here, dσ/dΩ is the differential cross section in the centreof-mass rest frame for the process under consideration. Figure 3 depicts the experimental angular distribution for the SBU process analyzed in ref. [20] , as well as for the DBU. The angular distribution for the DBU is shown for 6 Li continuum excitation energies summed between E * = 1.66 MeV and E * = 2.10 MeV. In the semiclassical calculations, we adopted the most probable value of the excitation energy observed experimentally in this range, which is E * = 1.7 MeV. The dotted line was extracted from ref. [20] and corresponds to the SBU CDCC calculation [17] . The curves presented in fig. 3 were used for the calculation of the f functions shown in fig. 4 as a function of R min for the SBU and DBU processes. From the plots in fig. 4 , one obtains the quantity R MP min , the most probable value for R min for the process of interest.
In this work we also obtained insight into the lifetimes and distance of occurrence from the target for the SBU and DBU processes. In particular, for SBU we observed that the main contribution is due to the 6 Li 3 + state with E * = 2.186 MeV. For the DBU, the fragments are no longer bound by the nuclear potential, but are still under the influence of the Coulomb barrier between the α-particle and the d. This means that at least for the smaller relative energies, the DBU is a delayed process, as is the In order to estimate the DBU lifetime due to barrier tunnelling, we adopt the model of [24] , where it was assumed that, as in the theory of α decay, the decay rate of the unbound system can be written as:
where ω l is the barrier bouncing frequency, and P l is the barrier transmission probability. Considering that we are dealing with relatively low α-d relative energies, only the s-wave case for which l = 0 will be considered, for simplicity. In this situation, the bouncing frequency can be estimated as being ω 0 = v αd /2R, where v αd is the α-d relative velocity and R, the nuclear radius. The barrier transmission probability, according to the WKB approximation, is given by:
where η = Z α Z d e 2 /hv αd is the Sommerfeld parameter and From first order perturbation theory, the differential cross section for Coulomb excitation is given by [30] :
where a is half the distance of closest approach for a headon collision, v is the initial relative velocity of projectile and target, B(Eλ) is the reduced transition probability and df Eλ /dΩ is the differential cross section function, which can be expressed as [24] :
and
where ω C is the frequency for Coulomb excitation, Y λµ are the spherical harmonics, (x, y) are Cartesian coordinates and r is the radial coordinate of the projectile in the focal system of the hyperbolic orbit. The function h Eλ can be calculated in the time interval between −τ and +τ around t = 0, assumed to be the classical turning point. According From the above considerations, one can estimate the distance between projectile and target when DBU occurs.
According to [30, 24] , in the focal system of the hyperbolic orbit, the distance between projectile and target can be written as:
Here, ε is the eccentricity parameter, given by ε = 1/ sin(θ MP /2), with θ MP being the scattering angle associated with R MP min . The parameter s [30, 24] is related to the time t by:
As described above, from eq. 3 and l = 0, we can determine the lifetime τ DBU = 1/Λ DBU for the DBU states near threshold. In fig. 6 we present the plot of Table 2 shows that for all the processes we considered, the values of R The results obtained in this work are related to the non-capture breakup process. However, they can be extended to the case in which one of the fragments is captured by the target after projectile breakup. As observed in [20] , from the investigation of the inclusive data, ICF/TR has been found to have the largest cross section, and therefore the major influence on the CF cross section. This conclusion appears to be also valid for a heavy target reaction such as 6 Li + 209 Bi [19] . One may conclude from the results of the present work as well as from ref. [19] that the flux diverted from CF to ICF/TR would arise essentially from the DBU components (higher excitation energies in the continuum), as the SBU process or the low-lying DBU occur at large internuclear distances.
Summary
We investigated the kinematics for α-d coincidences registered for the 6 Li + 59 Co reaction at E lab = 29. indicate that projectile breakup to the low-lying (nearthreshold) continuum is delayed, and occurs at large internuclear distances. To conclude, for 6 Li + 59 Co the influence of breakup on the CF process is essentially due to DBU to the 6 Li high-lying continuum spectrum.
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